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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
CONCEPTUALIZING CITIZEN JOURNALISM: DEFINITIONS AND ROLES 
Through in-depth interviews with 12 regular contributors to the Lexington-Herald 
Leader’s website, www.Kentucky.com, this study attempts to examine how online citizen 
journalists view the definitions of citizen and professional journalism, as compared to 
Singer’s three dimensions of professionalism (i.e., cognitive, normative, and evaluative 
dimensions) as well as their perceived role conceptions of professional and citizen 
journalists, using Weaver and Wilhoit’s four roles of journalists. Analyses reveal that the 
main difference in the definitions of the two types of journalists revolved around the 
cognitive dimension, specifically the education and training that professionals receive.  
The role conceptions of professional and citizen journalists were similar, with the both 
groups being described as serving the interpretive/investigative and disseminator roles. 
The roles of citizen journalists also included the adversarial and populist mobilizer roles.  
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Chapter I – Introduction 
Background and Setting 
 The journalism industry is ever-changing and evolving. Readership of 
newspapers continues to decline, leading news organizations to find alternate ways to 
reach their audience (Deuze, Bruns, & Neuberger, 2007). This in part has led to an 
increase in their technological presence, with the majority now publishing on interactive 
websites in addition to printed versions (Boczowski, 2004). These online extensions 
provide the potential for a previously unattainable level of opportunity for readers to take 
part in the news coverage of their community (Chung & Nah, 2009). Newspapers are 
affording readers the chance to make their own contributions by submitting photos, 
adding commentary to published stories, and in some cases, the websites even feature 
blogs to which readers can upload original reporting (Lewis, Kaufhold, & Lasorsa, 2010). 
Known as citizen journalism, this mobilization of ordinary readers allows for 
untrained citizens to play an active role in their community and the media they are 
consuming (Gillmor, 2004; Reich 2008; Rosen, 2008). This additional capability for civic 
engagement given to those without professional training doesn’t come without previously 
unfounded concerns, though (Braun & Gillespie, 2011; Mitchelstein & Boczkowski, 
2009), the greatest of those being the lifting of the ‘gate’ and allowing anyone with 
internet access the ability to instantly share information. The gatekeeping function of 
journalism that has existed for centuries concerning the control of the quality and type of 
information that is dispersed by professional journalists faces a potential threat as power 
is given to citizen journalists to post on newspaper websites (Lewis et al, 2010). 
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Kentucky is no exception to this nation-wide trend in the increase of newspapers’ 
online presence. The Lexington Herald-Leader offers several options for citizen 
journalism in both its print and online editions, and is seeing first-hand the impact of 
giving regular readers the opportunity to participate in the news that is published. 
The Lexington Herald-Leader 
Published seven days a week, the Lexington Herald-Leader is the primary 
newspaper for the city of Lexington and surrounding areas of Central and Eastern 
Kentucky. As indicated in the mission statement at the newspaper’s website 
(Kentucky.com, 2013), the Herald-Leader strives to uphold “the highest standards of 
journalism while providing superior customer service” as well as trying to be “a force for 
positive change in the community.” 
Figure 1. Screenshot of the Lexington Herald-Leader website, 
www.kentucky.com, taken 10/7/14. 
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The origin of the Herald-Leader can be found in its two original publications, the 
Lexington Herald and the Lexington Leader, started in 1870 and 1888, respectively. The 
original papers merged in 1983 while under the ownership of Knight Newspapers. The 
Herald-Leader is now owned by McClatchy after its acquisition of Knight Ridder in 
2006. 
The Herald-Leader has a circulation area that spans 70 counties in Central, 
Eastern and South-Central Kentucky, with a daily readership of 207,805 and 313,407 on 
Sunday. 
The Herald-Leader provides places for readers to post comments and submit 
photos or videos to its online webpage, www.Kentucky.com. With a strong online 
readership (the website has 10,031,881 page views per month and 1,316,942 monthly 
unique visitors) submissions and commentary have a potentially immense audience. 
Figure 2. Screenshot of the comment section of Kentucky.com taken 10/7/14.
(Note: Above commenter was not interviewed for this study.) 
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Statement of the Problem 
The incorporation of citizen journalism into a newspaper’s website doesn’t come 
without difficulty (Braun & Gillespie, 2011). Not all editors are willing to allow anyone 
other than professional journalists to contribute to their paper. That brings forth integral 
questions: Who is considered a ‘professional’ journalist? What roles do professional 
journalists play? Are the roles of citizen journalists different from the professional’s 
roles? Though seemingly simple on the surface, these questions open up a discussion that 
digs deep into the underlying thinking of professional and citizen journalists, editors, and 
readers. 
Purpose of the Study 
As a relatively new facet of journalism, there is not a large amount of literature 
regarding citizen journalism, especially in regard to online newspaper activities. This is 
despite the fact that citizen journalism is becoming more and more important as 
technological advances create new opportunities for people other than professional 
journalists to share news in a time when the credibility of the professionals is often 
questioned (Carr, Barnidge, Lee, & Tsang, 2014).  
Although earlier works have offered a conceptual groundwork for exploring the 
issues of citizen journalism on newspaper websites from the point of view of the 
professional journalist (Braun & Gillespie, 2011; Domingo, 2008; Lewis et al, 2010; Nah 
& Chung, 2009), this study aimed to collect information from the citizen contributors, 
exploring their thoughts on the practice of user-generated content on newspaper websites, 
specifically the Lexington Herald-Leader. 
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The purpose of this study was to replicate parts of Chung and Nah’s 2013 study, 
Negotiating Journalistic Professionalism, for citizen journalists who contribute to the 
Lexington Herald-Leader. In-depth interviews were conducted with 12 commenters to 
Kentucky.com, through which their definitions of journalism, both professional and 
citizen, were examined under the lens of Singer’s Three Dimensions of Professionalism- 
cognitive, normative and evaluative (Singer, 2003; Chung & Nah, 2013). 
As Chung and Nah also did, the citizen journalists’ ideas concerning what they 
see as the main roles of journalists today were compared to Weaver and Wilhoit’s 
research into the role conceptions of journalists and categorized them as identifying with 
the interpretative, disseminator, adversarial, or populist mobilizer role (Weaver, Beam, 
Brownlee, Voakes, & Wilhoit, 2007; Chung & Nah, 2013).  The viewpoints of the 
specific citizen journalists interviewed for this study were then compared to the results of 
Negotiating Journalistic Professionalism to see if the answers from a selection of 
commenters from the Lexington Herald-Leader were similar to those from OhmyNews, a 
citizen journalism source based in South Korea (Chung & Nah, 2013). 
Finally, common threads that run through their backgrounds (educational level, 
age, professional experience, etc.) were examined in order to gain an understanding of 
citizen journalism from the prospective of these specific readers.  
This topic and specific study is important, especially in the area of Community 
and Leadership Development, because of the changing ways that news and information 
are shared within different communities. Communities and social environments, defined 
by Tichenor, Donohue, and Olien (1980) as places where people “live, work, and interact 
with others” (Tichenor, Donohue, & Olien, 1980) no longer refer solely to physical 
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locations, but can also refer to an online ‘community’ that people can claim membership 
in, which in the case of this particular study in Kentucky.com. This study, in addition to 
examining role conceptions and definitions of citizen and professional journalism, looks 
to see how citizen journalists’ level of activity in their physical communities compares to 
their activity in this specific online community.  
Definition of Terms 
For the purposes of this study, the following terms have been defined as such: 
Citizen Journalist- An unpaid, untrained person who contributes content to a news 
source, whether it is a newspaper, online news site, blog, forum, etc. In this study, people 
who made comments to the online Lexington Herald-Leader were considered citizen 
journalists. 
Professional Journalist- Someone who has been educated and trained, either 
formally or informally, and receives monetary compensation for their content 
submissions. 
Citizen Journalism- The sharing of news and information by citizen journalists 
(see definition above) 
Journalism- news or information that is shared through writing, photography and 
otherwise sharing of knowledge that one feels is newsworthy.    
Organization of Thesis 
This thesis is divided into five chapters, beginning with the introduction. Next is 
the review of previous literature and the theoretical framework. The third chapter 
discusses the methodology of the research, followed by a fourth chapter detailing the 
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results of the interviews and answers to the research questions. The final chapter is the 
summary, which presents the conclusion, implications of the study, and recommendations 


























Chapter II- Review of the Literature 
Before analyzing the responses of citizen contributors who were asked their 
thoughts on the meanings of citizen and professional journalism and the roles of 
professional and citizen journalists and examining those answers based upon their 
individual level characteristics, it is important to first study the previous research that has 
been done in these areas in order to understand the background on this developing facet 
of journalism research. 
Previous Literature 
In Chung and Nah’s 2013 study, Negotiating Journalistic Professionalism (Chung 
& Nah, 2013), the researchers utilized Singer’s three dimensions of professionalism 
(Singer, 2003) as well as Weaver and Wilhoit’s role conceptions of journalists (Weaver et 
al., 2007), leading the researcher of this study to do so as well.  
This literature review consists of a look into the existing conceptual definitions of 
citizen journalism, as well as the way that professional journalism has been defined. This 
is followed by a look into the role conceptions of journalists, as well as Singer’s three 
dimensions of professionalism and how those roles are applied to journalists.  
Conceptual Definitions: Citizen Journalism 
Citizen journalism has been defined countless times by journalists and researchers 
alike in the past years as it has garnered popularity. Though the definitions may contain 
variations depending on the writer and their purpose in establishing a definition (Lewis et 
al., 2010), it is generally agreed that citizen journalism is when average, non-professional 
people participate and contribute to the news process by gathering information and then 
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sharing it with others (Carr et al., 2014; Deuze et al., 2007; Fico, Lacy, Wildman, 
Baldwin, Bergan, & Zube, 2013). 
Perhaps Rosen (2008, para. 1) said it most simply when he said: “When the 
people formerly known as the audience employ the press tools they have in their 
possession to inform one another, that’s citizen journalism” or Deuze when he described 
participatory journalism as “any kind of newswork at the hands of professionals and 
amateurs, of journalists and citizens” (Deuze et al, 2007, p.323).   
Citizen journalists have existed for years, and in the United States can be dated 
back at least (if not farther) to the American Revolution, when ordinary citizens wrote 
and distributed pamphlets to share news and ideas (Schuler, 2008). More recently, 
readers of newspapers were given the opportunity to write and publish their own original 
material as citizen journalist through letters to the editor (Allan, 2007). 
As technology has advanced, so have the ways that citizen journalists can make 
contributions via the web (Braun & Gillespie, 2011). Now, a citizen journalist can be 
someone who contributes content to blogs, takes photos and shares them online, or 
comments on news stories published on the site of a newspaper or other news source 
(Goode, 2009).   
Citizen journalism is an important topic for investigation today because of the 
difficult times that many newspapers are facing. As an additional way to draw in readers, 
an opportunity to participate in the news process through citizen journalism may be one 
of the things that lead newspapers to their survival in tough economic times (Fico et al., 
2013). Online citizen journalism can also serve as a potential way to “revitalize public 
debate” (Larsson, 2014, p.78) in a time when the credibility and objectivity of 
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mainstream media is being questioned and citizen journalism is viewed as a potential 
solution (Carr et al., 2014). 
Conceptual Definitions: Professional Journalism 
Professional journalism is just as, or perhaps even more, difficult to define.  If one 
assumes that the role of a professional can be played “only by people with particular 
talents, judgment or education” (Allison, 1986, p.15), then it could be supposed that a 
professional journalist is someone who has received education or graduated from a 
journalism program with a journalism degree. Or, it could be said that anyone receiving 
payment for their journalistic work could be called a professional. A professional 
journalist could even be someone who writes and publishes work consistently, even if 
they are not receiving compensation. 
With no specific or required education that is required to be learned and tested 
upon, no licensing mandatory for entrance into the field and no way of taking away the 
privilege or option of being a journalist (Singer, 2003), it is nearly impossible to establish 
a clear definition of what being a professional journalist actually entails and what does 
(or does not) characterize it as an official profession. 
Perceived Role Conceptions of Professional and Citizen Journalists 
Journalists and their role in society have been studied for many years. Weaver and 
Wilhoit (and their counterparts who also conducted their 2007 study) have contributed a 
significant amount of the information that is known on the topic of journalistic role 
conceptions. 
Weaver and Wilhoit based their studies on The News People by Johnstone, 
Slawski and Bowman. Published in 1976, the study detailed the findings from interviews 
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of more than a thousand American journalists and sought out to find the characteristics of 
those who were practicing the profession (Johnstone, Slawski, & Bowman, 1976). 
Building upon the findings of The News People, Weaver and Wilhoit conducted 
their study, The American Journalist. In this study published in 18, the researchers 
discovered three main groupings of attitudes that journalists had concerning their roles in 
society: interpretive (relating to investigating official claims, analyzing complex 
problems and discussing national and international policies), disseminator (relating to 
getting information to the public quickly, avoiding unverified facts, reaching the widest 
possible audience and providing entertainment and relaxation), and adversarial (relating 
to being adversaries of businesses and officials) (Weaver et al., 2007). 
The study was repeated ten years later and the results were published as The 
American Journalist in the 1990s. In this study similar results were found concerning the 
roles of professional journalists, with the addition of the populist mobilizer role, which 
related to the letting people express views, developing cultural interests, motivating 
people to get involved, pointing to possible solutions and setting the political agenda. 
Weaver and Wilhoit surveyed again in 2002 and found the same four roles as before 
(Weaver et al., 2007). 
Theoretical Framework 
Singer’s Three Dimensions of Professionalism 
As in Chung and Nah’s study (2013), this investigation will also employ Singer’s 
three dimensional model of professionalism as the theoretical framework for the research. 
A key component of what this study seeks to examine revolves around the idea of a 
professional journalist versus a citizen journalist, in both their conceptual definitions and 
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roles. To properly examine this, it is important to form a basis of understanding as to 
what the term professional actually means. Singer’s 2003 study presented a three-
dimensional conceptualization of professionalism and offers a useful framework for this 
study with its applications to both print and online journalism in America. 
Singer details three dimensions through which professionalism can be examined: 
cognitive, normative and evaluative. The cognitive dimension encompasses the 
knowledge and skills needed in the profession, in addition to the training that may be 
required to acquire these ideas and abilities. The normative dimension concerns the ethics 
of professionals, which give them the ability to self-regulate (such as the use of 
Hippocratic Oath for medical professionals). Finally, the evaluative dimension covers the 
autonomy of a professional, and the prestige that may come along with said profession. 
When applied to journalism, the cognitive dimension can be challenging. There is 
no one defined base of knowledge that all professional journalists are required to learn. 
There are, however, fundamental skills that are necessary, and those include reporting 
and writing, and a majority working as journalists learned these skills through accredited 
journalism programs at the college-level. Interestingly, Weaver & Wilhoit found in their 
2002 interviews that 89% of all US journalists had a college degree, and 36% of them 
had majored in journalism (Weaver et al., 2007). 
It is within the normative dimension that journalistic professionalism may have its 
most solid claims. With freedom of the press granted in the First Amendment, journalists 
have a democratic liberty and obligation to serve society by providing information to 
citizens so that they are able to govern themselves intelligently. 
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To fulfill this role, journalists adhere to “norms of conduct, standards of practice 
and ethical guidelines” (Singer 2003, p. 145). The most popular and utilized of these 
guidelines is likely the ethics code of the Society of Professional Journalists. It states that 
journalists should seek and report truth fairly and honestly; to minimize harm to sources, 
subjects and colleagues; to act independently, without obligation to any interest other that 
the public’s right to know; and to be accountable to audience members and to each other 
(Society of Professional Journalists [SPJ], 1996). It is important to remember, though, 
that these codes are voluntary and not following them will not result in any loss of 
licensure or similar punishment. They are merely a suggested code to follow. 
The evaluative dimension of professional journalism relies heavily on autonomy 
and prestige.  The autonomy they desire is from control that might be applied by outside 
powers, believing that no one else is better equipped to decide how they should 
accomplish their role to society. Autonomy is believed to be “the most fiercely defended 
of US media practitioners’ claims to professionalism” (Singer 2003, p.146). Professional 
prestige, though perhaps desired as much as autonomy, is less apparent in the role of 
today’s professional journalist. Research continues to show that Americans have little 
faith in the accuracy and fairness of the media’s reports (Gallup, 2001). Therefore, while 
journalists strongly believe that they are deserving of being autonomous, the public 
questions their ethics and skills required to do so. 
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Objectives 
The objectives of the study were to answer the following: 
Research Questions: 
RQ 1: How do citizen journalists who contribute to the Lexington Herald-Leader 
define professional journalism and citizen journalism? 
RQ 2: How do citizen journalists view the role of professional journalists? How 
do they view their own role as journalists? 
RQ 3: To what extent do the conceptual definitions and perceived roles of 
professional journalists and citizen journalists vary across citizen contributors? 
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Chapter III – Methodology 
Research Design 
Due to the empirical nature of the subject and the scarcity of similar research 
(Reich, 2008), the researcher used research questions instead of hypothesizes.  In-depth 
interviews were used to answer these research questions in order to gain a deeper 
understanding of citizen journalists who contribute to the Lexington Herald-Leader. 
Questions were asked directly of a selection of citizen contributors to find out exactly 
how they define citizen journalism and what they see as the main roles of journalists 
today. The responses were compared and analyzed to find commonalities.  
Interviews were deemed most appropriate due to the fact that most “citizen 
journalists’ activities and their roles are based on their own rhetoric of experiences” 
(Chung & Nah, 2013, p.5). This method was viewed as the most effective way to gain an 
understanding of how and why the experts, who in this case were the interviewees, made 
the decision to contribute content in the ways that they did.    
 Population and Sample 
Citizen journalists selected for this study were chosen based upon their 
commentary posted on articles posted on Kentucky.com. The Lexington Herald-Leader 
uses a Facebook-based discussion method, meaning that in order to leave a comment the 
user is required to sign in via their Facebook profile. User’s posts then appear on the 
newspaper’s website in the ‘Join the Conversation’ section (Figure 1 pictured on page 3), 
as well as their personal Facebook page if they chose to ‘share’ the story with their 
‘friends’ on their profile. 
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In order to select participants for this study, the researcher formed a data sheet of 
the names and contact information provided on the Facebook profiles of ‘top 
commenters’ to the Herald-Leader’s website. According to the ‘Commenting Frequently 
Asked Questions’ section on Kentucky.com, a top commenter is someone “whose 
comments are most often ‘liked’ by others”. The ‘top commenter’ badge is then displayed 
by their name when they make a comment in the discussion section. 
From a selection of 140 ‘top commenters’ who were sent messages via the 
messaging service provided by the Facebook site between November 2013 and January 
2014 explaining the research project and asking for their participation, only 12 responded 
and agreed to take part in an interview (approximately an 8% response rate). If they 
responded, the research questions were sent to the interviewees so that they could 
preview them before agreeing to the interview, as well as an informed consent form that 
verified project as a legitimate University of Kentucky research project. The consent 
form can be seen in Appendix A and the interview protocol can be seen in Appendix B. 
All participants were promised confidentiality, in line with the university’s human subject 
research policies. 
Participants’ occupations included hotel owner, machinist, business owner, 
retiree, business analyst, information technology technician, and state senator, to name a 
few. Three were female, nine male. Their ages ranged from 31 to 67. The frequency in 
which they made comments on the Herald-Leader website varied; some commented 




Interviewees were asked a set of semi-structured questions by the researcher 
which allowed them to share details of their activities on the Herald-Leader website. Due 
to the varying locations of the citizen journalists, all interviews were conducted via 
telephone, with the exception of one which was conducted via email due to the 
respondent’s conflicting work schedule. Interviews lasted between 20 and 48 minutes, 
depending mostly on interviewees’ time constraints and desire to share their personal 
experiences. Interviews were recorded (with their permission) and then transcribed. 
Interview questions supported established research objectives. Participant 
interviews were the primary source of data collection as they best represented individual 
philosophies and beliefs (Chung & Nah, 2013). Questions were first asked about the 
citizen journalists’ background and basic socioeconomic factors, including their age, 
location, education and professional experiences. They were also asked about their levels 
of civic engagement and political participation. Then, questions were asked regarding 
their commenting tendencies on both the Herald-Leader site as well as other online news 
sites. A series of questions was also asked concerning their definitions of both citizen and 
professional journalism, and what they believed were the key roles of each type of 
journalist. 
Data Analysis 
Interviews were transcribed then analyzed.  Transcription time for interviews 
ranged from 30 minutes to one hour 15 minutes. After transcription, the results were read 
multiple times by the researcher to identify prevalent patterns and themes in the citizen 
contributors’ answers regarding the definitions of citizen journalism and professional 
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journalism, as well as the roles of each. Patterns in their responses in relation to 
contributors’ age, gender, education level, occupation, among others were also analyzed. 
Citizen contributors’ responses were compared and contrasted to form an inference 
regarding how the two different forms of journalism were defined and the roles and 
characteristics that were assigned to each.   
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Chapter IV – Results 
Analysis of the data derived from the interview transcriptions revealed patterns 
that aligned with the previous literature and theoretical framework. 
Participants were given aliases (their initials) to ensure anonymity. 
Demographics 
Table 1.  Profiles of Respondents 
Gender Response Percentage 
Male 9 75% 
Female 3 25% 
Age 
26-35 1 8% 
36-45 1 8% 
46-55 6 50% 
56-65 3 25% 
Over 65 1 8% 
Education Level 
Some College 4 33% 
Associate’s Degree 1 8% 
Bachelor’s Degree 6 50% 
Master’s Degree 1 8% 
Frequency of commenting to 
Kentucky.com  
Daily 5 42% 
More than once per week 1 8% 
Weekly 0 0% 
More than once per month 2 17% 
Monthly  2 17% 





RQ 1: How do citizen journalists who contribute to the Lexington Herald-Leader 
define professional journalism and citizen journalism? 
The respondents’ answers varied across a wide range for their definitions of both 
professional and citizen journalism. There were similarities and key words that appeared 
in their answers.  
Citizen Journalism 
Figure 3. Word cloud display of the most common words appearing in respondents’ 
answers to their definition of citizen journalism. (A word cloud is a visual representation 
of a selection of words. Text is entered into an online generator and the most repeated 
words then appear the largest in the image.)   
When defining citizen journalism, there were several key phrases that emerged as 
themes. Blogger, lack of journalism-specific education, little to no pay, and lack of 
regular publishing were three of the main themes identified. Their answers were grouped 
into categories defined by Singer’s three dimensions of professionalism (Singer, 2003). 
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Though the dimensions were created to validate the journalists’ place as a profession as 
opposed to just a career, many of the ways that the interviewees described citizen 
journalists could fit into at least one of the three dimensions. 
One of the dimensions that the responses could be related to was the cognitive 
dimension. This dimension focuses on knowledge, training, and techniques. Journalism 
education was mentioned by interviewees as something that citizen journalists typically 
do not have. It was not necessarily viewed as a set-back to the particular group 
interviewed for this study, though. 
“Citizens are not expected to know everything training and education-wise, but 
they are good at listening and say something about a mistake when they see one,” said 
TB, a 65-year-old male. 
The lack of knowledge, training and technique was attributed as a cause of an 
often apparent lack of quality in the writing of a citizen journalist. Journalism education 
programs at the college or university level typically include classes that teach basic 
writing and reporting skills (Singer, 2003) and when these skills have not been learned, 
the writing of the citizen journalist may suffer.  
“The stuff I see from most citizen journalists is not professional level writing. If 
they were in a writing contest and being judged on their writing, the grammar errors and 
other writing errors would negate them from winning. I think you have to look at the 
fundamentals, how the writing style is,” said GG, 40-year-old male. 
Another category of responses fell under the umbrella of the normative 
dimension. This dimension concerns the ethics of the journalists. For journalists, the most 
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widely accepted code of conduct, as mentioned earlier, is the Society of Professional 
Journalists Code of Ethics. The third tenet of the code is to act independently, which 
includes avoiding conflicts of interest and disclosing said conflicts if they were to arise 
(SPJ, 1996). In the works published by citizen journalists, the respondents believed the 
writing was less objective and clouded by opinion and conflicts of interest. 
“Citizen journalists are more opinionated, not necessarily in a negative way. They 
slant an issue and the more info they will pull to verify their side as opposed to 
professional journalist,” said MP, 54-year-old male. 
This crossover of interests can have both positive and negative implications on the 
stories they were publishing. Though writing about a topic subjectively may cause the 
information that is published to be biased in one direction or the other, it may also allow 
the writer to be more passionate and have more knowledgeable information on the 
subject.  
“When a professional gets assigned to cover a certain story, their opinion on or 
interest in the issue doesn’t matter. Citizen journalists stick more with topics that have 
some meaning to them,” said MC, 51-year-old male. 
A final category of citizen journalist definitions was related to the evaluative 
dimension. This dimension applies partially to the autonomy of a writer from a specific 
news organization. Most of the respondents believed that that was a key characteristic of 
a citizen journalist. 
“A citizen journalist is someone who writes significantly but is not employed by a 
mainstream media outlet,” said DA, a 46-year-old male. 
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Finally, when asked if they thought that what they were doing (commenting on 
news stories published on Kentucky.com) was a form of citizen journalism, most 
believed that it was. 
“It (citizen journalism) is basically as I had done, I’d commented and other people 
had commented, and that counts as a majority of citizen journalism,” said BY, 59-year-
old male. 
 On the other hand, there were many who believed that in order to be considered a 
citizen journalist you must do more than merely comment. 
“I don’t feel that I am a citizen journalist. I don’t feel like I write enough content 
at a single time to be informative enough. I think you have to be writing an article that 
can be a stand-alone piece,” said GG, a 40 year-old male. 
Professional Journalism 
Figure 4. Word Cloud of Professional Journalism Definition Keywords 
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When it came to defining professional journalism, the interviewees seemed to find 
it easier, perhaps because the term and idea were more familiar. Nearly every one of the 
definitions given included the terms career or employment, some form of the word pay or 
salary, and education, overall identifying most closely with Singer’s cognitive dimension 
of professional journalism.  
“Typically, a professional journalist, I would think, would have full time 
dedication to it, they would be paid, and they would have a better education in the writing 
side of the journalism, if that makes sense. Plus, they are employed and getting paid to do 
what they are doing,” said GG, a 40-year-old male. 
Education, as mentioned by GG, was a very popular answer among those 
interviewed. It was not sufficient for someone to be highly educated; they had to be 
educated in the field of journalism. 
“A professional journalist is someone who has been trained in that and been 
schooled in that and certainly perhaps someone who has a degree in that,” said CO, a 53-
year-old male.  
In the definitions provided for a professional journalist, the normative dimension 
was also frequently identified with. To be a professional in any area, one must abide by a 
code of ethics, and the field of journalism, they felt, was no exception.  
 “A professional journalist is someone who takes into consideration that you 
shouldn’t express your point of view but report facts,” said SB, a 51-year-old female. “I 
think a truly professional journalist is someone who isn’t slanted and who doesn’t lead 
the audience and lets them decide things for themselves.” 
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Answers were also given which reflected the evaluative dimension. The prestige 
that comes with the term ‘professional’ also came with condescension from a surprisingly 
high number of the people interviewed for this project. They generalized that with the 
status of professional journalist came negative connotations, confirming Singer’s research 
that says the level of prestige for journalists is quite low, making the evaluative 
dimension one of the least identified roles of the professional journalist.  
DA tied the lack of ethics (the normative dimension) with the lack of prestige (the 
evaluative dimension). 
“A decade ago, a professional journalist would be more ethical and responsible, 
but as you move to the right across the timeline those lines have crossed. You can get far 
more substantial, useable, honest information from blogs and public relations people than 
from mainstream journalist. There is a lot of false information from reporters –the only 
reason I read certain reporter’s stories is to comment on why it is incorrect and point out 
the misstatements,” said DA, a male, 46. 
Summary of Definitions 
The main differences between the way professional and citizen journalists are 
defined, in the opinions of those interviewed, were tied the cognitive dimension of 
professional journalism (education, training). Many also felt strongly that professional 
journalists currently weren’t living up to the requirements of the normative dimension, 
showing a lack of ethics and credibility, leading to a decline in the evaluative dimension 
and the prestige that comes along with the title.  
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“It appears from most of what I read that not only can folks (citizen journalist) 
form sentences and put together ideas in a cohesive manner, but it appears that when you 
inject a little common sense into the article it is more meaningful,” said BY, a 59-year-
old male. 
 To put it into a single summarized sentence using the most commonly appearing 
words and sentiments appearing in the responses of the 12 interviewees: 
A citizen journalist is someone who regularly publishes stories, blogs, or 
comments on published news stories. They share information that may not be written 
about by professional journalists, often in a more opinionated fashion and with a lower 
quality of writing. 
A professional journalist is someone who has a career working at a newspaper or 
other news source, who has received education and training in the journalism field and is 
compensated monetarily for their work. 
RQ 2: How do citizen journalists view the role of professional journalists? How 
do they view their own role as journalists? 
Interviewees were asked their thoughts on the roles that both citizen and 
professional journalists play in society. The four roles utilized with this research for 
categorization purposes were those developed by Weaver and Wilhoit in their most recent 
survey (2007): the interpretive/investigative, disseminator, adversarial and populist 
mobilizer roles. 
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Roles of Citizen Journalists 
Those interviewed for this study felt that the type of information that is published 
by citizen journalists often differed from that of professionals, but the roles they play in 
sharing this information could  still be categorized by Weaver and Wilhoit’s four groups. 
The first, the interpretive/investigative role, refers to the professional journalists’ task of 
investigating claims, analyzing problems, and discussing policies. Citizen journalists are 
typically not given news leads from a newspaper editor, but hear word about stories in 
different ways and take it upon themselves to investigate. 
“Citizen journalists are getting facts out there that aren’t being covered by 
mainstream media,” said SB, a 51-year-old female. 
The disseminator role, according to Weaver and Wilhoit, involves getting 
information out to the public, avoiding facts that have not been verified, reaching as 
many readers as possible, and also providing an entertaining experience. With citizen 
journalists, the respondents believed, it was possible to fulfill these roles similarly to the 
way professionals do. 
“Citizen journalists all have responsibility to fact-check and make sure the 
information we’re putting out is a truthful as possible and certainly have responsibility 
that you can confirm it,” said CO, a 53-year-old male. 
The interviewees felt that citizen journalists may achieve this role more 
effectively than professionals. With no connection to official news affiliates, there is 
more opportunity for citizens to observe breaking news and provide it without editors or 
larger news organization administrators to edit or filter the news that is published.   
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“Most of the time citizen journalists are interpreters,” said MP, a 54-year-old 
male. “But they are also watchdogs. For example, people who use their phones to record 
police abuses or other things that mainstream media might not get to. They have a 
different vantage point.” 
When it comes to the adversarial role, nine of the 12 interviewees felt that citizen 
journalists also had a stronger ability to carry out this role as well. As mentioned with the 
disseminator role, their lack of ties to a main stream media outlet may lead to them 
having more of opportunity to be an adversary or challenger of businesses and officials 
without the oversight of editors or newspaper owners and their various affiliations.  
“Most of the citizen journalists are willing to go onto these websites and say 
things that other journalists won’t report because they fear losing their jobs,” said BY, a 
59-year-old male. 
Perhaps the most identified-with role of the citizen journalists was the populist 
mobilizer role. This role consists of letting people express views, developing cultural 
interests, motivating people to get involved, pointing to possible solutions and setting the 
political agenda. It is within this role that the ideas that surround the basis of citizen 
journalism most closely tie. Expressing their personal points of view and motivating 
others to contribute to the conversation but bringing a topic to the surface is one of the 
main tenets of citizen journalism.  
 Citizen journalists “contribute to news sites, Facebook, blogs, etc., or are  
participating in any kind of public sharing of events which you’ve participated in or 
witnessed,” said LH, a 31-year-old female, and also they  “publish things that are 
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informative for citizens to read and rises (raises) opposite thought that gets people to 
respond,” said TB, a 65-year-old male. 
When more of a story is provided, even if that story is not written by a 
professional journalist, it evokes more interest and may cause others to do additional 
research into the topic to find their own possible solutions.  
“They put out ideas for the public to think about,” said MY, a 67-year-old female. 
“The public needs to know more, and whole story is not always given by the 
professionals.” 
Roles of Professional Journalists    
As with citizen journalists, there were several clear themes that emerged when 
interviewees were asked about the roles of professional journalists. They also were 
categorized using Weaver and Wilhoit’s four roles, though the answers provided fell into 
either the interpretative/investigative role or the disseminator role. 
The interpretive/investigative was the most popular answer when asked what role 
professional journalists were currently playing, but it was not the role they felt that the 
professionals should be focused on. They believed that the disseminator role was more 
important. It was in their opinions that the news should be released to the public for them 
to be able to interpret for themselves, unfiltered and unanalyzed.  
 “Do journalists filter the news that is published? Yes, they do that but I don’t 
know that I think they should,” said GG, a 40-year-old male. “There are two ways of 
looking at it: Do they do it? Yes. Do they do it unbiasedly for the benefit of the reader so 
they aren’t bogged down with too much information? That, to me, would be a good 
reason to be a gatekeeper, like if there is this 5,000-page report and they are going to 
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digest it down and make it more manageable for the average person to read, but 
unfortunately a lot of times in today’s professional journalism they serve as a gatekeeper 
for their own personal biases and the biases of their core group.” 
The majority of professional journalists who are currently acting as 
interpreters/investigators, one interviewee felt, were not only analyzing and discussing 
the news in their stories, but breaking it down to a point where it was more 
understandable. 
“I’m not sure if it is the journalists or the upper echelon of the organizations, but 
the news that we see and read and hear has been dumbed down for the masses,” said BY, 
a 59-year-old male. 
The disseminator role appeared repeatedly in the respondent’s answers to what 
roles a professional journalist should be playing. They believed that credible, truthful 
information should be quickly shared with the widest possible audience, and then left for 
interpretation by the reader.   
 “In my ideal world, a professional journalist would be less opinionated. They 
would give more information rather than interpretation of the information or at least give 
multiple views,” said GG, a 40-year-old male. “With the polarization of political parties 
you are getting a lot of journalists who are writing from their own point of view and not 
just giving the important information so someone can make an educated decision. I think 
you should be able to take an article written by a professional journalist and make your 
own judgments based on information you are getting and not allowing the journalist to 
lead you one way or the other.” 
LH, a 31-year-old female, felt similarly. 
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“Professional journalists and their management seem to think it is their job to 
filter what information goes out to the public, but I think that is absurd,” she said. 
“Journalists should provide truthful and honest information without censoring it.” 
Summary of Roles 
When asked to identify the roles of citizen journalists, respondents felt that 
citizens were working within all four categories. Citizen journalists were investigating 
and interpreting the information that they receive. They are disseminating information to 
the public and reaching a wide audience. They are adversaries of businesses and officials, 
and reporting news that mainstream sources may not be able to report. Most importantly, 
though, they are populist mobilizers, expressing their own points of view and motivating 
and encouraging audience participation in hopes of finding solutions.   
The roles of professional journalists were identified by those interviewed as 
falling into two of the four categories: The interpretive/investigative and the disseminator 
roles. Respondents felt that a professional should serve as a disseminator, but more often 
in the things that they were reading, professional journalists were currently acting as 
interpreters and not providing an unbiased, unfiltered story. 
RQ 3: To what extent do the conceptual definitions and perceived roles of 
professional journalists and citizen journalists vary across citizen contributors? 
The people who were interviewed as part of this research span a variety of ages, 
backgrounds, levels of civic and political participation, and occupations. As much as their 
backgrounds varied, so did their beliefs on the conceptual definitions and perceived roles 
of professional journalists and citizen journalists. 
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Age and Sex 
The majority of people interviewed for this research project was between the ages 
of 46 and 55, and were generally in agreement that receiving monetary compensation and 
journalism education (the cognitive dimension) were the main differential aspects 
between citizen journalists and professional journalists. Nearly all shared the belief that 
their contributions to Kentucky.com (mainly comments added to published stories) 
constituted a form of citizen journalism. All but one of the interviewees that fell into the 
majority age category was male. 
The three females who were interviewed had similar views as well. Two of the 
three identified themselves as citizen journalists, and when asked to define a professional 
journalist they said education, pay, or both (cognitive dimension). 
Education 
The more education that the interviewees had completed, the more likely they 
were to believe that a citizen journalist’s roles were interpreters/investigators, 
disseminators and populist mobilizers. In this case, the highest levels of education 
attained were some graduate school. Those who had received less education (only 
completing some college and not obtaining a degree) were more likely to have said that 
their main role was to be a disseminator and the interpretive/investigative role was less 
necessary. 
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 Civic and Political Engagement 
Level of civic and political engagement was an indicator of the amount of the 
frequency of commenting. Those who said they were either active or very active either 
politically or with civic groups were more likely to comment more frequently, usually on 
a daily basis.  
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Chapter V – Summary 
Summary 
The results of this study were very similar to findings of Chung and Nah’s study, 
Negotiating Journalistic Professionalism (2013), and this project confirms portions of 
what was already known, but under different circumstances. The citizen journalists who 
contribute to the Lexington Herald-Leader who were interviewed for this project had 
similar views to the citizen journalists of OhmyNews concerning the roles of professional 
and citizen journalism.   
Chung and Nah (2013) found that the citizen journalists they interviewed felt that 
citizen journalists could identify with Singer’s three dimensions of professionalism, as 
did those that participated in this study. 
Key terms and phrases presented by researchers who have made attempts to 
define citizen journalism, such as blogger or commenter were also used by the citizen 
contributors who were interviewed for this research project, (Domingo, 2008; Goode, 
2009). 
Results were similar for the definition of a professional journalist. Previous 
literature has described a professional journalist as one who has particular talents and 
education (Allison, 1986), and a majority of those interviewed agreed with that. 
The main differences between the ways the two were defined revolved around the 
cognitive dimension of professional journalism. Professionals receive more education, 
skills, and training in the area of journalism, whereas a citizen journalists may have 
education, but in a different subject matter. 
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A lack of the professional journalists’ adherence to the normative dimension led 
some of those interviewed to rely more on citizen journalist sources, because they felt 
that would be a more reliable source of news. This lack of objectivity and credibility was 
a major cause in the decline of the evaluative dimension and the prestige that comes 
along with the title of professional journalist.  
The roles of citizen journalists, in the opinion of those interviewed for this study, 
varied greatly across the four categories presented by Weaver and Wilhoit. Citizen 
journalists serve as interpreters and investigators of news leads, and disseminate their 
stories to their audience, however large it may be. 
Because they do not have ties to professional or mainstream news organizations, 
this gives citizen journalists more ability to serve as in the adversarial role. There is no 
pressure to appease political affiliations or advertisers/funders that support the 
newspaper, so their writing likely does not suffer from that bias. 
Finally, the interviews revealed that the populist mobilizer role was one of the 
most important roles of the citizen journalist. By providing stories from a different point 
of view, motivating others to comment, and pointing to possible solutions, they were 
taking ownership of the news that they consume and that is available to the public. 
Professional journalists, on the other hand, were believed to fall into only two of 
the four roles. Respondents believed that they should be filling the role of information 
disseminators, providing unbiased news to the public. Instead, they found that they were 
acting as investigators/interpreters, gatekeeping and filtering the news to fit their agendas.   
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The respondents were divided equally concerning whether or not they thought 
their commenting on articles published on Kentucky.com made them a citizen journalist. 
Five said yes, five said no, and two said maybe. 
Implications/Recommendations for Further Research 
The results showed that those who commented the most frequently were also the 
most active in their civic and political participation. This could show that citizen 
journalism is a new form of civic engagement, which not only engages contributors to 
each other and increases social capacity, but also shows that this formation of community 
is also contributing to the exchange of information and social discourse. 
Additional research into this subject should look into the comparison of the 
beliefs of citizen journalists who contribute comments to stories published on newspaper 
websites with the beliefs of professional journalists who wrote and reported the story 
which they commented on, as well as the editors of that newspaper. It would be 
beneficial to see how their views of the roles of professional and citizen journalists 
compare. It would also be interesting to compare the perceptions of the definition of 
professional and citizen journalists between the two groups, as well as having the editor’s 
viewpoints as well.   
Benefit would also come from completing the same study at different newspapers 
in different cities and at papers with different levels of readership to gain an 
understanding of how commenters’ ideas and beliefs varied across the nation. 
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Limitations of the Study
 There were several limitations with this study. Interviews were done via 
telephone due to the varying locations of those interviewed. Many lived in Kentucky, but 
there were also a couple of respondents who lived out of state, therefore making face-to-
face interviews very expensive, time consuming and nearly impossible. Telephone 
interviews may have been a limitation as the interviewees may have more felt more 
comfortable talking in person and willing to share info as opposed to talking to someone 
they had never met on the phone. 
A primary limitation of this study was the number of citizen contributors who 
were interviewed for the study. Due to the qualitative nature of this study, more emphasis 
was placed on gathering in-depth information from a few people compared with less 
information from a larger selection of respondents. 
Another limitation of this study was the time frame available for interaction with 
citizen journalists. It would have been beneficial to speak with the citizen journalists for a 
longer period of time to determine their beliefs better instead of a one-time, 30-minute 
informal interview, but the busy schedules of the interviewees prohibited longer 
interviews and this option was most feasible. 
Participants were selected from their commentary on the Lexington Herald-
Leader website; therefore the results are not generalizable beyond this specific 
newspaper, or even generalizable to those who comment on Kentucky.com. However, it 
may be important to note that only one of the 12 people who participated in the study was 
a paid subscriber to the Herald-Leader (online or in print). TB, a 65-year-old male 
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subscribed online, but only because that service was provided to him through his position 
as a state senator. 
The information that was collected was information that the citizen journalists 
were willing to share. There may have been beneficial information or knowledge that was 
unable to be a part of this analysis due to unwillingness of the citizen journalists to share 
that specific information. 
Participants that were selected were chosen because of their willingness to 
respond to a message sent through the Facebook messenger service. The response rate 
was low at only 8%. Many other commenters could have potentially provided beneficial 
information, but they could not be interviewed, as they did not respond to provide contact 
information and could not be reached. 
The researcher sought to describe the citizen journalists’ beliefs only during the 
time data were collected. Therefore, results are solely based on the individual’s belief 
within a specific context and time and are not generalizable. 
Conclusions 
Citizen journalists are fulfilling the same roles that were once considered only for 
professionals and define themselves in similar dimensions as typically reserved for 
professionals. This has been found in previous international stories (Chung and Nah, 
2013) but has now also been found to be true among this selection of citizen contributors 
to the Lexington Herald-Leader. 
It is also important to see the connection between respondent’s levels of activism 
in the community as compared to their level of activism in the online Lexington Herald-
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Leader community. It was found that people who were more politically and civically 
engaged within their physical communities were also the most active in the online 
community of Kentucky.com. This shows that citizen journalism is enabling those in this 
study group an additional place to connect and contribute to their communities. 
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Appendix A 
  Consent to Participate in a Research Study 
Conceptualizing Citizen Journalism Roles and Definitions 
You are being invited to take part in a research study about citizen journalism and the 
way that the Lexington Herald-Leader is currently utilizing that form of user generated 
content on their website, www.kentucky.com. You are being invited to take part in this 
research study because of your written contributions to Kentucky.com. If you volunteer 
to take part in this study, you will be one of about 15 people to do so.   
The person in charge of this study is Kelli Long of University of Kentucky Department of 
Community and Leadership Development. She is being guided in this research by Dr. 
Seungahn Nah.  There may be other people on the research team assisting at different 
times during the study. 
By doing this study, the researcher hopes to learn how user generated content is viewed 
by citizen journalists. From the interview responses, the hope is to be able to ascertain a 
deeper understanding of the views these citizen contributors, and also the underlying 
reasoning behind why ordinary readers choose to submit work and media, and whether 
there are common threads that run through their backgrounds (education, age, educational 
level, professional experience, etc.). 
As long as you have the time to commit to the interview, there is no reason you should 
not take part in this study. It presents no inherent danger to the interviewee.  
The research procedures will be conducted via telephone interview. It will be a one-time 
interview and will take about 30 minutes.   
You will be asked to answer a series of short interview questions about professional and 
citizen journalism, and your opinions on why it is important that people are involved in 
the news reporting process. Your interview will be recorded so that it can be transcribed. 
The things you will be doing have no more risk of harm than you would experience in 
everyday life. 
There is no guarantee that you will get any benefit from taking part in this study.  
However, we hope that these interviews will result in a better understanding of people’s 
views of regular citizens contributing to the news process. Your willingness to take part, 
however, may, in the future, help society as a whole better understand this research topic. 
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If you decide to take part in the study, it should be because you really want to volunteer.  
You will not lose any benefits or rights you would normally have if you choose not to 
volunteer.  You can stop at any time during the study and still keep the benefits and rights 
you had before volunteering.  
If you do not want to be in the study, there are no other choices except not to take part in 
the study. There are no costs associated with taking part in the study. You will not receive 
any rewards or payment for taking part in the study. 
We will make every effort to keep private all research records that identify you to the 
extent allowed by law. Your information will be combined with information from other 
people taking part in the study. When we write about the study to share it with other 
researchers, we will write about the combined information we have gathered. You will 
not be personally identified in these written materials. We may publish the results of this 
study; however, we will keep your name and other identifying information private. 
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team from 
knowing that you gave us information, or what that information is.  Recorded interviews 
will be deleted after transcribed, and the transcriptions will be stored on a password 
protected computer to which only the Principal Investigator has access. Your name will 
not be associated with your transcribed interview.  
We will keep private all research records that identify you to the extent allowed by 
law.  We may be required to show information which identifies you to people who need 
to be sure we have done the research correctly; these would be people from such 
organizations as the University of Kentucky.  
If you decide to take part in the study you still have the right to decide at any time that 
you no longer want to continue.  You will not be treated differently if you decide to stop 
taking part in the study.   
The individuals conducting the study may need to withdraw you from the study.  This 
may occur if you are not able to follow the directions they give you or if the study must 
end for whatever reasons. 
Before you decide whether to accept this invitation to take part in the study, please ask 
any questions that might come to mind now.  Later, if you have questions, suggestions, 
concerns, or complaints about the study, you can contact the investigator, Kelli Long at 
kelli.long@uky.edu.  If you have any questions about your rights as a volunteer in this 
research, contact the staff in the Office of Research Integrity at the University of 
Kentucky at 859-257-9428 or toll free at 1-866-400-9428.  We will give you a signed 
copy of this consent form to take with you.  
_________________________________________  ____________ 
Signature of person agreeing to take part in the study Date 
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_________________________________________ 
Printed name of person agreeing to take part in the study 
_Kelli Long __________________________________ _11/6/13____ 







Location:   
Education: 
Level attained: 
Major:   
Professional Experience: 
Current Job:  
Previous Jobs: 
2. Describe your levels of civic engagement. Would you say you are actively
involved in your community- e.g., donated blood, food, or clothing to local
organizations, are you a member of clubs or organizations, volunteer with
community organizations?
3. Describe your levels of political participation (e.g. voted, signed a petition for a
candidate or issue, run for public office yourself, campaign for another
candidate?).
4. Do you subscribe to the HL? Print or online?
5. Why did you originally begin reading the HL online?
6. How long have you been contributing content to Kentucky.com?
7. Did you comment before the new Facebook-based commenting method was
implemented? Do you enjoy the new format?
8. Do you agree with their thoughts that commenters should not be anonymous?
9. Approximately how often do you submit/publish content on Kentucky.com?
Monthly? Weekly? Daily? 
10. Do you comment on certain types of stories, or anything you feel drawn to?
11. How important is it for you to contribute content to Kentucky.com? Why?
12. Approximately how often do you submit/publish content on other news sites?
Monthly? Weekly? Daily? 
13. How important is it for you to contribute content to other news sites? Why?
14. How do you contribute content to new sites in general? In other words, what
kinds of interactive features do you use?  Just comments on stories? Letters to the
editor? News tips? Uploading photos?
15. Do you experience any kind of pressure to publish information on an issue?
Example- Are you knowledgeable on certain topics, or just feel more strongly
about certain things?
16. What are some reasons that explain why you comment on Kentucky.com and
other news sites? Elaborate on why and what kinds of gratifications you receive
from these activities.
Example: 
To provide information 
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To get more points of view 
Because it is a habit  
17. Do you think that comments are taken seriously by other commenters? Do you
think they are acknowledged by reporters/writers/editors at the Herald Leader?
18. Are you familiar with the term citizen journalism? What do you think it
means/how would you define it?
19. Who is a citizen journalist? Do you view yourself as a citizen journalist?
20. How would you define the term professional journalist?





22. How are citizen journalists different from professional journalists?




24. What would you say are the key roles/functions of professional journalists? How
are they different or similar with citizen journalists? Would you say they serve as
“gatekeepers” of the information that becomes news? As in, do professional
journalists have a responsibility to control/filter/edit/select/manage the type of
information that is released to the public?
25. Share your thoughts about the credibility of information in mainstream media
sources. Such as the Herald-Leader/Kentucky.com or The New York Times)
26. Share your thoughts on the credibility of information in citizen media sources,
such as the commentary added to new stories. Elaborate.
27. What do you see as the future of citizen journalism/journalists? Do you think that
it will become more or less prevalent in the news people consume?
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Appendix C 
IRB Exemption Certification 
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Appendix D 
IRB Modification Certification 
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Appendix E 
Table of Respondent Demographics 
Table 2.  Respondent Demographics 
Alias Age Sex Occupation 
BM 49 Male Hotel Owner 
BY 59 Male Machine Shop 
Owner 
CO 53 Male Retired from Law 
Enforcement 
DA 46 Male Self-employed 
GG 40 Male Mattress Store 
Owner 
LH 31 Female Business 
Analyst/Project 
Manager 
MY 67 Female Retired Air Traffic 
Controller  
MC 51 Male Owner, Lawn Care 
Business 
MP 54 Male IT Technician 
MM 63 Male Retired 
SB 51 Female Teacher 
TB 65 Male State Senator 
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